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ABSTRACT 

The beta decay of Pa all was studied by means o£ high re

solution permanent-magnet electron spectrographs, an iron-free 

double-focusing beta spectrometer, and a curved-crystal gamma 

ray apectrometer. Measured valued of relative conversion electron 

and photon intensities are used to determine conversion coefficients 

and to assign multipolaritiea and multipole mixing ratios !or the tranl'• 

itiona in uZll.. The quantum assignments of the leveh in UZ~l are 

considered. by comparhona of observed beta and photon branching 

ratio• ·to those predicted by theory. Several new transitions were 
Z33 observed and some of these are ueed to postulate new levels in U • 
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THE ENEROY LEVELS OF u233 

++ R~ G. Albridge and J. M Hollander 

University of California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

and 

C. J. Gallagher * 
California Institute of Technology 

Pasadena, California 

and 
• •• J. H. Hamil ton 

Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, Tennessee 

INTRODUCTION 

UCRL·943S-.F 

· Z33· 
The energy level& of U have been studied by. a number 

of workers, and the general features of the level scheme are well known. 

ln their comprehensive review of the single particle levele of spheroidal

ly deformed nuclei, Mottelson anti Nilsson1 have discussed these levela 

in terms of four intrinsic states, excited either by Coulomb excitation of 
Z33 Z37 Z33 U , alpha decay of Pu , or beta decay of Pa • The echeme aa 

aummarized by Mottelson and Nilsson 1a shown in Figure 1. 
Z33 The electron and photon spectra of Pa were first ser-

Z 3 • 
iously investigated by Hok et al., Keller and Cork, and Brodie. A 

Z33 · · 5 
discussion of the U levels has been given by Newton, who observed 

. uZ33 the Coulomb excitation of two rotational levels in • More recently, 

and concurrently with this study, two other investigations of Pa233 de· 

cay have been reported, by Albouy and Valadares 6 and by Bisglrd, Dahl, 

and Olesen. 1 The result• of all these etudies form a senerally consist .. 
Z33 

ent picture of Pa· decay. 

+Thie work. was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

++1958-1959 Quggenheim Fellow at Univereity of Uppeala. Uppsala, Sweden. 

*Presently at Institute for Theoretical Physics, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

**1958-1959 Ni S, F. Poet Doctoral Fellow at Unlvereity of Uppeala, Uppaala., 

Sweden. 
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Fig. 1. Basic level scheme of u233 as summarized by Mottelson 
and Nilsson.l 
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A primary aim of this work was to obtain accurate meas·ure

ments with high-resolution equipment of both the energies and intensities 

of the conversion electron and photon lines, in order that multipolarities, 

mixing ratios, and transition intensities could be obtained. We hoped 

that the correlation of these data with the transition intensities predicted 
8 by the theory of Bohr and Mottelson would serve as a test of the quantum 

Z33 assignments of the nuclear energy levels of U • In addition, the ability 

to produce very intense sources of Pa Z33 by the neutron irradiation of Th 232 

which could be studied with high-resolution equipment offered the hor;e of 

discovering weak, previously unobserved, transitions. 

Z. EXPERIME.;NrAL EQUIPMENT-ELECTRONS 

The internal converdon spectrum was measured with sever-

al types of instruments: 

. (a) Permanent-magnet 180° spectrographs with field strengths 

5~, 100. ZlS and 340 gauss. The resolution obtained with these spectrographs 

is Ap/p-O.lo/o. 

The relative intensities of the conversion lines recorded. 

photographically by the permanent-magnet spectrographs on Eastman no

screen X-ray emulsion were determined by two different means • densito

meter tracings and visual estimates, The densitometer tracings were 

analyzed by the method of Mladjenovie' and Sltttis. 9 

In some instances the ratio of background to line intensity 

was too high to permit an accurate analysis by means of densitometry. 

In these cases relative intensities were obtained from visual comparisons of 

plates exposed for different periods of time. Twophotographic plates dif

fering in exposure by a known factor were placed one on-top-of the other 

with emulsions touching. and were viewed over a diffuse source of light. 

Two lines that were to be analy~ed were lined up beside each other and 

their relative intensities compared. lf, under these conditions, the in

tensities of the lines appeared to be equal, then the absolute intensities 

of the lines were assumed to differ by the same factor as the exposures. 

By superimposing the plates in this manner differences in the backgrounds 

of the plates tend to cancel because both lines are viewed through the same 

background. In those cases in which comparison could be made the deviat

ion between intensities obtained by densitometry and visual estimates was 

z lOo/o. In all cases corrections were made for instrument geometry (by 
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multiplying by the radius of curvature of the electron path. 9) for film 

efficiency, and for decay during exposure. 

(b) A permanent-magnet pre-accelerating spectrograph, 

used to measure the low-energy conversion and Auger electron spectrum. 

The field strength of this instrument is 50 gauss, and it has been describ· 
10 

ed by Albridge. . 

(c) The 30-cm. iron-free double-focusing spectrometer . .· n 
located at the Physics Institute, University of Uppsala, Sweden. A 

resolution equal to or better than O.l4o/o was. obtained with conversion linea 

of energy ~ 65 kev, but because of source thickness, the resolution became 

poorer at lower ener~ies (e. g., 0. Z4% at Z3 kev). This instrw;nent was 

used primarily for determinations of the relative intensitiea of the stronger 

internal conversion lines. The electron line intensities were assumed to 

be proportional to the product of peak height times line width. Recording 

was by a 0-M counter with a Z-kev window cutoff. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT .. PHOTONS 
· · · 1Z 

The DuMond bent ... ct"yatal spectrometer Mark I, located 

at the California 'Institute of Technology, Pasadena, was used for pre .. 

cis ion measurements of tha ene,rgies and intensities of the X;., ray and 

gamma-ray line.s. :.. Two different detector arrangements were used. The 

initial experiment employ~d a 3-inch diameter by Z-inch cylindrical sodium 

iodide crystal connected to a single-channel pulse-height analyzer with chart 

l"ecorder. Later, a. 5-lnch diameter by 3-inch cylindrical sodium iodide 

crystal was used with the single-channel analyzer for energy determinat

ions and with a 100-channel Pen<::o Oamma Analyzer for intendty measure-

.menta. 

\, The instrument is such that the width at half maximum of 

the recorded pea~ (~).'.is constant over the wave length range; Ak is o£ 

. the order of O. 28 x;..unit. The reaolution, (~/"-) varies with A.. The 

resolution ia of order 0. Zo/o at 100 kev and 0. 9'fo at 400 kev. The trans-

mission ia determined almost completely by the product of the solid 

angle aubtended by the bent crystal at z. meters from a o. 008-inch dia-. . ' z ' . . 
meter x l-inch high source, and the 1/E dependence of the reflectivity 

of the bent quartz crystal. 

• 

•. 
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The gamma ray spectrum -was also examined by use of a 

100-channel Penco pulse-height analyzer with a 3 x 3-inch Nal( T~) crys

tal. The resolution was 8o/o at 560 kev and lOo/o at 280 kev. 

, 4. PREPARATION OF SOURCES 
. . 233 

For the measurements performed in Berkeley, ~he Pa 

was prepared by neutron irradiation of O. s~to l. O· gm. quantities of ThZJZ. 

metal foil in the Materials Testing Reactor at Arco, Idaho. The Uppsala 

sample was irradiated at the reactor in Kjeller, Norway. 

The purificatioll procedure for carrier-free protactinium 

was typically the following: 

The thorium was dissolved in a 10M HCl-0.1 M HF solution 

· and the sample was passed through a Dowex A-l column after the fluoride 

had been complexed with H 3Bo3. The protactinium was eluted with 3M 

HCl, extraCted from 6. 9 ~HCl into di-iaopropyl ketone, and back-extracted 

into 2 M HCl. The Hcl· concentration was increased to 10 M, and the pro

tactinium was again adsorbed onto a Dowex A·l column. Possible zircon

ium impurities were then eluted with 6. 0 M HCl. The protactinium was 

finally eluted with a 9. 0 ~ HCl- 0.1 ~ HF' solution. 

Sources used in the permanent-magnet spectrographs were 
' . 

prepared by electrodeposition onto o . .25 mm .. diameter platinum wires; 

the Uppaala E:lample was electrodeposited onto a 0. 2 mm nickel wire. An 

ammonium fluoride· electrolyte (pH 6 • .3) was used with a plating current 

o£ 100 to l50 ma. ··These sourc;es varied in strerigth from 0. OZ to. 50 r/hr 

as measured by 'a beta~ gamma survey meter at a distance of approximate

ly 3 inches. A o. 5 mm wide flat source (on Pt- coated Mylar) was also 

used in Uppsala as a check on ,some of the intensities. 

Two sources were prepared for the Pasadena bent- crystal 

spectrometer. The first was electroplated onto a 0.12 mm-diameter 

platinum wire in: the manner described above. This wire was threaded 

into a 0. Z mm. i. d. quartz capillary which was then sealed with a torch. 

· The source was measured as greate:r than 100 r/hr of gamma activity at 

a distance of approximately 4 inches. Because x-ray emission of the 

platinum wire (induced by the int~nse beta source) proved troublesome, 

a second source was prepared without the wire. Approximately. 3. 5 mg 
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of Th0
2 

in a 0. 008-in. -diameter quartz capillary was neutron-irradiat

ed for two months in the Materials Testing Reactor, at a flux of ,..... 3 x 

10
14 neutrons/ c:::m 2/ sec. The irradiated Th02 in the capillary was itself 

used as the spectrometer source without chemical treatment. 

5. CONVERSlON-J:!:LECTRONS- EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The Pa233 conversion .. electro.n data, take~ with the Berkeley 

permanent•magnet spectrographs and the Uppsala iron-free spectrometer, 

are summarized in Table I. The unassigned lines, listed in Table ovn; are 

discussed separately~ The lines of the 17-kev transition and the L lines 

of the 28-kev transition were detected with the pre-accelerator spectro-
10 -

graph. The relative prechdon of measurement of the energies of linea 

taken on a· single spectrograph is withl,.n 0.1% except for extremely weak 

or -extremely strong lines. The transition energies listed in Table I are 

weighted averages of several determinations. 

Only .relative conversion-electron intensities were deter

mined directly in this work. The absolute intensities listed in. Table I 

were obtained by a no1·na)ization procedure described in Section 9. 

The intensities listed from permanent-magnet spectrograph plates are 

averages of from two to seven visual estimates and, when possible, two 

or three densitometer traces. 

The intensities of the stronger conversion lines were 

measured with the Uppsala iron-free double-focusing spectrometer. 

Because of the very thin a-M counter window used, there was no 

need to make window-absorption corrections. However, the intensities 

of the low-energy linea are subject to uncertainties arising from source 

absorption effects; these are manifested by the observed line widths 

of the 40-kev Lu and Lxu lines, which are ........ o. 4o/o and 0. 240/o res

pectively, as compared with widths of 0.11% to 0.15% for the higher 

energy lines. It was not possible to measure accurately the full area 

of each conversion line because o£ the presence o! large "tails", so 

the area was ap;Proximated by multiplying the observed peak-height of 

each line by its half-width. 

In most cases where relative intensities were measured 

... 
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•' Table I 

.• Pa233 conversion-electron data 

Electron Conver ... 1'ransi- Selected Conver&ion-el~ctro~ ,inten• Remarks 
en err eion tion a trans1· s1t1es · . , 

t' (kev shell tion {;eercent beta ':de~ay ~ enerF b (kev .energy Berkeley Uppsala ·.Sel-ected 
(kev~ · P.M. Iron-free value 

11.72 !Mx 17.27 
-: : f ,.·· 

1e:ot ~I 17.25 
12.96 Mxii 17.26 

15.78 ~ 17.22 
15·97 NII 17.24 ,.,, 

" 17.26 
6.76 L:t 28.52 

7·57 .Lzi 28.51 
11.37 · Lrxi 28.53 
23.01 Mx· 28.56 1.7 2.7 2.2 
23.,7 Hrr 28.55 0.84 0.75 ' 0.8 
24.26 M:trx 28.56 0.90 ... o.a, 
27.06 NI 28.50 
27.22 111 28.49 
27.50 NIII 28.54 
28.25 OI 28.57 

28.54 
18.62 Lx 40.;8 1.0 ... 1.3 
19.42 L:rr 4o.;6 3·7 ,.o 4.4 
23.15 Lxri 4o.31 2.7 4.; 3~5 

;4.73 M:t 40.28 
~· 35.10 Mxr 40.28 0.62 1.4 1.1 

35·96 MIII 40.26 0.69 l., 1.0 
.. 38.99 Nrr· 4o.e6 

39.24 N III 4o.ea 
4o.o6 0II 40.31 

4o.29 
;6.92 Lxt 57·86 L:£ line 

maaked by 

40-~II 
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Table I {continued~ 

Electron Conver- Transi- Selected Conversion-e;tectrun inten- Remarks 
sian tion transi-

. c energy a sities 
{kev) shell tion {;Eercent beta deca;;d · 

., 
energy b (kev) energy Berkeley Uppoala Selected 

(kev} P.M. Iron-Free value 
\o 

4o.74 LIII 57·90 ~I line 
57·90 mo.s!ed by 

75.;.L I 

53·37 ~ 75.13 7.2 8.6 8.6 Masl'i:a 58-~II 
54.ll~ Lxi 7:).08 1.0 1.2 1.2 
58: .. 01 1Ili '"(5.17 0.11 

. 69.57 M:t· '{15:,12 2.2 2.1 2ll 
6c-· co ;/•;I Mx1 f5.08 

70.81 Mx11 75.11 
7).65 NI 15·09 0.69 0.69 
73.8F Nil 75.09 
74.77 01 75.09 0.27 -.. 0.27 

( 75.06 PI ... 75·1 
75.13 

t;;4.75 LI 86.51 8.5 9.4 9.4 
'65.50 Lx1 86.44 1.1 1.3 1.} 

69.4 Lx1I 0.26 0.26 
80.85 Mx 86.4o 2.5 2.6 2.6 
81.14 M:ti 86.;;2 0.~2 0.58 0.58 
82.2 Mxii 0.13 0.1} Masked by 

103-Lx 

84.93 NI 86.37 0.65 o:65 
86.05 OI 86.57 0.16 0.16 

86.h5 
81.91 ti 103.7 2.4 2.4 2. ~- Masks 86-

Mxri ... 

82.68 Lxr 103·6 0.35 o. 4-4 0.44 
86.37 LIII 10).5 0.10 0.10 0.10 
98.11 l~ 103.7 0.72 0.72 
98.39 Mxr 103.6 

99.36 MIII 103.7 
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Table I {continued} 

Electron Conver- Transi- Selected' Conv-ersion-~ le ctron Remarks 
energy · sion tion transi- intensities 
(kev) shell a tion .{yercent beta deca~y) energy b • (kev) \ energy Berkeley Uppsala .... Selected 

(kev) P.M. Iron-Free value. 

102.2 NI 103.7 0.32 0.32 

103-3 OI 103.7 
10;.6 

155-8 K 271.4 0.050 0.05(> 

250.6 LI'~l 271·5 0.049 .... 0.049 
254.4 ~II 271.5 ~ 0.037 ~0.037 

266.0 ~~~I 271.6 

269.9 NI,NII 271·3 

271·5 
184.4 K ~0.0 4.9 5·2 5.2 
278.1 LI 299-9 1.1 0.81 0.81 

278-5 Lri 299.4 0.12 0.12 0.12 

LIII (est. 0.012) ..... Masked by 
398-K 

294.4 ~ 299·9 0.27 0.23 0.23 Masks 312 

~II 
298.3 NI 299·7 0.073 .... O.OT5 
300.0 OI 300., {est. 0.021) Masked by 

416-K 

299.8 
196.2 K 311.8 (very.strong) 27 27 
289.7 L:r 311.4 4.2 4.6 4.6 

290.7 LII 311.6 0.50 0.4:; 0.43 

Lxii (est. 0.019) Masked by 

500-Mx 
306.; ~ 311.9 1.3 1.0 1.0 

~-·' 3()6.9 ~I 312.1 
310.0 NI 311.4 0.46 .... 0.46 

·-· 311.4 OI 311.8 0.11 0.11 

311.7 
224.9 K 340.5 (2.3)d 2.3 2.3 
318.5 L:r 340.3 0.50 .... 0.50 
319.5 L:ri 340·5 0.065 0.065 

323.0 Lrii 340.1 



Electron 
energy 
(kev); 

.. ?34.8-

''9·' 
,4o.l 

2'9·9 
353.6 
.?54•2 
358.4 
569.8 

282.7 

Conver
sion 
shell 

K 

'.t'ransi· 
tion a 
enerp
(kev) 

'75·' 
3'15·' 
375 .• 2 

375·5 ,7,.4 . 

-12-

Te.ble I (continued) _ 
Sel~cted Conversion-electron 
tra.nl!l·i- 1ntensit1es0 

tion b !perc.ent beta dec!l) . . .· 
energy Berkeley t.Jppse.la sel$cted 
~)tev) P.M. lron•Free :~a:tue 

0.16 

o.o64 

(0.049)8 

[0~020( 
(0.043) 

{0.021] 

.... 

.... 

... 

..... 

..... 
...... 

(0.065)8 
.... 

{0.039lt· ... 

;[0.067] 
t0.02J.] 

..... 

..... 

0.16 

·o~o64 

0.038 
(0.010.) . 

(0•02l] 

·. (O•Oil] . 

[0~020} 

Lo.o;,] 
(O~'Oll) 

., 

Remarks 

300.0 
393~7 

394.4 

398.3 
4J.9.0 
'413.8 

415.6 
415.5 
415~3· 

415.4 
415.5 

415~3 

(0.16)8 

(Q,070]f 

[0.049] 

(0.013] 

0.16 
.... 
..... 

0.16 
[0 .• 035] 

(0.025) 
[O.oo6J 

Mask~& 30o .. o1 
MasltfJ 398-Mzii 
Masks 398-Nlii 

..... 

415.6 
a. Electron binding energies were<taken from IU.ll. et il., ·Jte:ference l3.t . 

b. . Selected values are weighted averages of the experiDlental values ... 

c~ . Me~sured relat1ve intensities have been convert~d "to .a'b$Olute values 'b¥ 
a method described in section 9. 

d. Photographic intensities ~ol1Jlal1&ed to K (34o) s 2.3. 
. . . ' 

e. Normalized to 1C ( 4i6) • 0.16. See section 5 .• 
'!·. · Square brackets indicate an uncel'tainty in the .noX'JAal.ization tactor use~ 

· tor these values. See section 5. 
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with both the photographic and the double-fuc:uelng instruments. the · 

Uppsa.la values were selected, though for the low-energy lines, where 

the Uppsala values are also uncertatli, an average value ls used. A 

large number of conversion linea observed in the Berkeley apec:tro• 
- . 

graphs were, for lack of time. not m.eaaured in ,the h"on•free ffpectro• 

meter; for example the weaker membere ot Land M 1ubshell.aroupa •. 

In these cases the relative aubshell intensities obtained hom the photo ... 

graphic plates were taken aa 1'fil'lal'' with a. normalization o£ the in,tenaity 

of the strongest subshellline to the l_ron-free. spectrometer value• In a · 

few cases two conversion lines of different transitions ·ovel"la.p. In theae· 

cases the intensities of the two linea were estimated from the aQflgned 
.. 

multipolaridea of the tra~sitiona. Estimated values are ao indicated 

· in Table I. The electron intensities reported there are probably accurate' 

within -20o/o for the strong and medium l,~~es, and. wltbi.,_ a faetor of· two 
for the weak linea. · . . 

. · . . . . Z33 
The interpretation of the two highe•t energy levels ,in U 

depends strongly on the aesignmenta of mulUpolarities to the 375-, 398 .. , · 

and 416-keV transitions. The multipole assignments of these transitions 
in turn depend upon the measured intensities of thelr conversion linea. 

Because of the importance of theliJe intensity values and of the difficulty 

in obtaining them, the following special, comments -.re madEu 

The intensities of the l( ... Unes of the -~?5 .. , 39$·• and 416 .. 

keV transitions relative to each other were carefwly meaou.JI'ed from 

the photographic plates, but they eo\11.;1 not be_ measured in this way 

with a.ny accuracy relative to the K·line of the. )U .. keV tr-.nsition, 

which is very much stronger. However, the ~ntensity of the 416 ... keV X 

line relative to the 312.-keV K line wat e&tablished with the tJppaala iron

free spectrometer and also by·an independent m~aeurement with a ~5-cm. 

(iron) double-focusing spectrometer in Berkeley, eo this determination 

was used to fix the intensities ot these three K·lineea. 

The intensities of the L lines of the 375-, 398·• and 416-

keV transitions were determine<s-only from the pbotogr-.phle epe.::trographa. 

A problem arose in normalizing tbet~e valueo to the inteneity ecale ueecl 

for reporting the data, both because the linea are quite weak and beeauee 
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the lower-energy portion of the photographic plate on which the lines 

were seen is so dark that it was difficult to observe a line o£ known 

intensity to which the unknown lines could be normalized. Fortunately, 

it was possible to bring about this normalization in an indirect manner. 

The values of the total intensities of the L lines of the 375 .. and 416-keV 

transitions were carefully measured with the :Berkeley zs .. em. double· 

focusing spectrometer. This measurement indicated that the intensity 

values of these lines determined from the photographic E-lates were too 

large by a factor of approximately two~ hence the spectrographically 

determined intensity values for these L lines have been corrected by 

dividing by the factor two. These <:orrected values are listed as the 

selected values in Table I. Because of these uncertainties the intens• 

ities of these lines are enclosed in square brackets, The l., .. eubshell 

ratios of these transitions are of course not affected by this normal• 

h:ation uncertainty. · 

6. PHOTONS- EXPElUMENTAL DA.'I'A 
The gamm.a-ray and x•ra.y data taken on the Pasadena 

bent- crystal spectrometer are listed in Table 11. The method of de

termining the energy of an ob~erved photon is described fully by DuMond.lZ 

The limits of error quoted are based upon estimates of the precision with 

which the center positions of the line pre>files were determined. The agree• 

ment between the me~sured and accepted energies o£ the uranium and 

platinum K x-ra.ys17 in'dicates that the accuracy o£ the energy measur.e• 

ments is good, 

The photon relative .. intensity values were obtained by 

positioning the source at the angular position determined during the 

energy measurements as the profile center, and recording the pulse 

height spectrum from the Nal crystal with a pulae-height analyzer, in 

order to differentiate the background counting rate from the monochro .. 

:rnatic gamma rays. The values obtained by means o£ the wire source 

and the single-channel analyzer, and those obtained with the ThOz source 

and the 100-channel analyzer are listed in Table II. 
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Table II 

Pa233: photons measured with the Pasadena bent-crystal spectrometer 

Ge.mma rays 

Energy ~kev) 

This work Brownea 

40.35 ± o.o1 
4L65 t. 0.02 
75.28 :t O.Ol 

189.59 ± O.OJ:. 
103.86 ± 0.02 
J.Jt-5 .~2; ±,0.05 
?71.62 ± 0. 23 
300.20 :t 0.24 
:3JJ.-91 :t 0.13 

.340.51 ± o.a.8 
375.~5'-:t 0.32 
398.57 ;!: 0.40 
415.87 :t o.42 
X.;.ra. s 

28.67 %: o.oz 
40.47 :t 0.1 

75.4 :t 0.2 

87 .o :t:. 0.3 

Energy {kev) 

This work 
. '6 

Accepted 

Uranium 

94.655 94.664 
98.441 98.442 

110.421 110.428 
Ul.297 1:11.307 
114.502 114.568 

115.405 115.412 
Platinum 

65.127 65.122 
66.861 66.831 
75.292 
75.754 75.749 

Intend ty (percent beta de~ay} · 
Pt wire Th0

2 
.Average 

source source 

0.015_' 0.015 
(w~e.k) 

0.82 0.82 
'2.02 1.5 1.7 
0.62 0.70 o.66 

o~44 0.44 
0.33 0.25 0.?9 
6.0 6.5 ' 6·3 

[34] (34] [34] 

3·9 3.8 3.•9 
o.!;1 0.61 0.~6 

1.1 1.0 1.1 
1.4 1.6 1.5 

, . a 
Browne 

o.o6o . 
o.o48 

1.3 
[1.7] 

Intensity ~peroe·nt beta decay) Transition 

Pt wire Th0
2 source source 

9-5 8.3 
18 14 
2.3 1.J.. 
4.1 3.4 
1.5 2.0 

0.42 0.42 

. a.·· . 
Average Browne Beck-,... c 

man 

[8.8] (8.8] 8.8 K .. ~I(K a:2) 
16 17 16 K·I.ru(K u;1) 
1.7 2.3 K·Mrr(K ~3) . 
3.8 4.4 K·l'i:rr<K ~1) 
1.7 2,0 K-NII1NIII 

(K ~~) 
0.42 o.48 K-OII10III 

K-I.rx(K "z> 
K·~:u<K a1) 
75-ke\rr+ K ~3 
K-Mxrr<K ~1> 

(a~ Reference 16~ (b) Reference 17; (c) Reference 18. 
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The•e intensities have been corrected for detector ef• 

ficlency and the photopeak-to-total ratio. 19 Corrections were made 

for absorption in the source, SiOZ capsule, air between aource and 

detector. and the aluminum cover of the detector. crystal. With the 

exception of the source absorption these correctione were made by 

the direct use of the exponential attenuation eq11at:icn and the att.enuat• 
. . 20 . . 

ion coefficients of Orodstein, A graphical integration method was 
. 10 

used to calculate the source absorption, 

The largest correction applied to the gamma-intensity 

data arises from the energy dependence of the reflectivity of the quartz 
. 21 

crystal. Lind et al. have reported that for a bent quartz crystal 

the ratio of the diffracted beam to .the incident beam (the reflection 

coefficient) is 'proportional to l/E2• The intensity data in Ta~le 11 

were normalized to the 340-kev transition, which was chcusen because 

it is near the middle of the energy range investigated and because 

the majority of the gamma rays observed have energies close to 340 

kev, The magnitude of the correction £actor varies from 0, 014 for 

the 40-kev transition to 1~ 49 for the 416-kev transition. · The averages 

o.·f .two intensity determinations have 'been chosen as the final values, 
16 Oamma-ray data published by Browne are also pre-

sented in Table n. Th~ energy data of ~rowne are in reasonably 

good agreement with the data of thb workJ however, the relative 

intenSities of the low-energy gamma rays are not in agreement. For 

the purpose of comparison the intensity data of Browne were normal .. 

h:ed to the 87-kev photon! intensity. The values of this work and of 

Browne, so normalized, deviate considerably at lower energies. 

This deviation is such that the ratio of Browne's intensites to those 

of this work, for photonso! lower energy than 87 kev, varies linearly 

with energy, suggesting a systematic error in one of the sets of data, 

The cause of the deviation is Wlknown. 

In Table ll uranium K-x-ray relative-intensity data of 

Beckman18 and of Brow:ne16 are also listed, normalized to a value of 

8. 8 for the K a.2 line. The relative intensities of this work are eeen 

to be in close agreement with those of the previoue workers. 
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Since the intrinsic: line widths of X- rays are not narrow 

relative to the instrumental window width of the crystal spectrometer, 

whereas those of gamma rays are, it is neces.sary to normalize dif .. 

!erently X-ray and gamma ray intensities determined by peak heights. 

The. normalization of the K x .. ray intensities was done by setting the 

total intensity equal to 34o/o o:£ the beta disintegrations. This value for 

·the total X-ray intensity was determined indirectly, as follows: 

(a) The total K-conversion line intensity is 35.lo/o of the 

total number of decays •. Correcting for the fluore-scence yield ( 0. 963)~ · 
the to'tal K x.:.ray intensity is calculated to be 34o/j) •. 

(b~ ·The total intensities of the KL.t,.. Auger lines were 

determined10 as 0. 68% per beta disf.ritegration (including estimates of 

o. 02% ·and 0~ 08o/o for the unobserved KLnLn and KLmlnt lines) • 

.From the tables of Wapstra et· a1. 17 we take the ratio KLY/KLL and 

.:K,XY/l<.LL to be 0. 7 and 0. 05, respectively, for Z=90, and calculate 

the total K .. Auger intensity to be 1. Z%. The K X-ray intensity is there• 

fore 1. Zo/o/(1- Q, 96 3) =- 3Zo/o. 

7. THE 312-KEV MAQNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITION 

From a measureme~t of 1..-subshell 'conversion ratios 

and K-conversion coefficient, the multipolarity of the 3l2·kev trans .. 

· ition is determined to be essentially pure magnetic dipole. These 

data are: The Lz/ Ln .~~;ti~,• -~~;t~t~~z:t~?- ··'\\'~:~: ,~?e iron ... free s:ectrometer, 
is 10. 5,..:!: 1. The. theore'1:1ca.l valu~"-•: (Table .ID) for Ml radiatlon is 10. 

EZ admbcture would lower the observed L:r/LU ratio markedly, because 

EZ radiation favors L11 conversion. The error limit a.s given would 

indicate a maximum of Zo/o EZ admixture in this transition. 

A more sem,itive indication of the extent of EZ admbtture 

·should be given by the YLnx ratio, but here·\Ulfortunately the Lm , 
line is unresolved from the much stronger 300•kev M1 line. Our ... 

measured intensity ratio of ( 300 Lxll< 300 M1 + 312 Lm) lietil between 

3. 5 and 4. 0. Since 3. 5 is appro~mately the value expected for the 

Lx!M1 ratio of the 300 · kev .transition alone, the contribution of the 



m·iERGY 
(kev) a.tc 

28 --
40 --
75 --
87 ...... 

104 . --·-
272 -0~17 

300 0;,83 

312 · o~ 79b 

340 0.59 

375 o.o68 

399 0.059 

416 - o.n •. · 

Table III 

Experimentally determined conversion coefficients of transitions 1n uf33 

Experimental values 

a a 
·~ aLyi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ao Qi:L ~ I . 1 

a~ 

-- -- -- Kr/Mu_/~n=l.o/o .36/0.39 -- -- --I 

87- 293 234 -- 73 67 -- -- 614 --
-ll 1.5 0.16 2.6 -- -- 0.84 0.33 13 --

5·5 0.76 0.15 1•5 0.34 0;,076 0.38 0.09 6.4 --
3.6 0.67 0.15 l.l .... .... . 0~48 :r- 4.5 --

0.17 ~o.i3 -- -- .. _ -- ... _ ~0.30 20.56 

0·.13 0•019 -·- 0.036 -- .... 0.012 -- 0.15 5·5 

0~136 0~013 ---· 0.029 -- ..... o.ol4 o.oo3 0.15 5-2 

0-.13 0•017 -- o._041 --- .... o.oa --- 0.14 4.0 

0.018 0.037 q-:()20 _ .... -- ..... ~~ :•-- 0.075 0.90 

o.o18 0.032 . 0:.0-10 -- . - -- -- --- o.o6o 1.0 -

0.023 o.o17 .. o~oor. ...... - ..... _._. --- o.Olt4 2.5 

-·-
'£. 

1-ful tipole 
assignment 

97'% Ml 
J~ E2 

70%. Ml 
3CY-~ E2 
99'hMl 
1~ E2 

9FYP Ml 
2:f.,E2 

9&1? Ml 
4~ E2 

E2 

OOf,Ml. 
1'4 E2 

Ml 

~Ml 
1Cflp E2 

E2 

E2 

1~ Ml 
8-cjJ E2 

I 

'""" a-: 
I 

c: 
(") 

~ 
r 
I 

..a ,..,. 
\.J.) 

cc 
I 

::e 
(') 

< 
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Table III (continued) 

Theoretical values e 

Ml. E2 

~ ~ a!n ~ 
a a 

~a a 'ic a - ~ ·~ ~ ~ all. ~ ~1 Oo, 1 1 

~~~~~~=l.O/O.l/O.Oolt.7 
_ _, -- -- MxfMrx/Mtrr=l.0/28/28 ...... 

50 4.2 0.29 54 -- -- l.6 400 390 8o6 

8.9 0.75 o.o43 9·1 -- -- 1..2 23 17 41 

5.8 0.49 0.027 6.3 ~- ... o.6o ll 8.0 20 

3-5 0.30 0.016 3.8 -- -- Oo)O 4 .. 9 ).2 8.0 

1.2 0.23 0.023 O.O<»;B 0.25 4.7 o.o89. 0.023 0.082 0.033 0;.138 0.65 

0.86 0.17 0.017 o.ooo68 0.19 4.6 0.075 0.01.8 0.055 0.020 0.073 1.0 

0·79 0.16 0.016 o.ooo6a 0 .. 18 4.5 0.010 0.017 0.048 0.017 o.o65 1.1 

o.6o 0.12 0_.012 o-.00046 0.13 4.5 0~059 0 .. 014 0.033 O .. Oll 0.047 1.3 

0.48 o.098 o.Q099 o.ooo36 o.u 4 .. ~ 0.051 0.012 0.024 0.0076 Q.044 1.2 

o.4o o .. o81 o.oo82 0.00039 o.o8~J 4 .. $ 0.0~5 0.010 0 .. 018 0.0055 0.034 1.3 

0.36 o.074 o.co76 0 .. 00027 0.002 4 .. 4 o.o43 0 .. 0094 0.016 0.0047 0.030 1.4 

a.. ~ refers to the sum of the L-conversicn coefficients determined in this work. ~ dif':ters from aL ( tota.l 

L-conversion coefficient) in tbose cases in which not all of the L-subshell electron intensities vere measured. 

b. Relative photon intensities were n6rma.llzed· to relative electron intensities by means of the theoretical c212, 
which is 0.79 (section 8). K 

c. Reference 22. 
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312 ... kev Lxu line ·to the composite line must be quite small. A quan ... 

titative estimate of the amount of 31Z .. Lux in the composite line in

dicates that the EZ admixture in the 31Z-kev transition lies between 

z:ero and 5%. 
An experimental mea$urement of the K-conversion co

efficient of this transition was also made, with four samples of vary.;. 

ing strengths, by use of a thick-lens spectrometer and a lOO-char1.nel 

scintillation spectrometer~ The photon spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.. 

Normalization between the two instruments was effected with the 570-

kev transition of Bi207 , whose convel'sion coefficient is known(~= 
0. 015 + 0. 002). 2 3 Our experimental value, 0. 8 + 0. 3, is consistent - -
with the interpretation of this tran.sition as pure Ml. but is not accurate 

enough for use in any quantitative way. The theoretical Ml conversion 

c;oefiicient for a 312-kev transition in Z:::92. is given as 0~ 79 by Rose2Z 
• . . 24 ' 
and as 0. 12. by Sliv and Band • 

8. CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPOLE ASSIGNMENTS 

In order to calculate conversion. coefficients from the 

relative electron and gamma intensities the gamma intensities were 

normalized to the electron intensities by means o£ Rose's theoretical 

K-conversion coefficient for the 312 .. kev Ml transitions. ZZ This normal .. 

ization was chosen because the large limits of error on the experimental 

value of a.k 312 made this value undesirable as a ·normalization .factor al

though it does serve as. a check against a gross. error in the interpretat ... 

ion. 1! the 312-kev transition should have the 2o/o EZ admixture whlch we 

have set ~s an uppe.r limit. then the use of the theoretical a. 3~2 for a 

pure Ml transition would introduce a 2% error in the normalization and 

in the calculated conversion coefficients. 

The conversion coe.fficien.ts so calculated are listed in 

Table IV. ,From the limite of error placed on theJ,ectron and gamma 

intensities. we estimate limits of er:ror of about 35o/o for most of the 

experimental conversion coe!ficients listed in 'Iable IV. The values · 

for the weak transitions may be in error by as much as a factor o£ 

two. 
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... 
300 

100 kev 
.•... 

270 ~ 

240 

-(/) 
'0 210 r::: 
c 
(/) 

::::J 
0 

..c -- 310 kev 

(/) 
~ -r::: 

::::J 
0 
(.) 

155 kev 

~ 

0 40 

Channel number 
MU-20061 

Fig. 2. Gamma-ray spectrum of Pa233. 
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Table 1:1 

Pa. Z33 t1·an,si tion intensi tiee . and mul t1polar1 ties 

Transition Tra.nsi tion · M1-E2 mixin~ 
~~ez:gy .. intensit~ (~ E2 ,;ehotons _ 
Tkev) (%,~decay B1sgd.rd .Albouy and This vork j 

et ala Valad.a.resb 

17.26 ---- lilfl!" .. --- ........ 

28.54 .... 19 ID. + E2 4'{o E2 (3 t 0·~5)% E2 

40.35 12 Ml + E2 6CJ{o E2 ( 30± 10 )'fa :i!:2 

75.28 14 M1 Ml(< 1% E2) (1 :1: 0.1)% E2 
. ' . ' 

86·.59 17 Ml Ml(< lojo· E2) (2 t. 0.5)% E2 

. 103.86 4.8 Ml Ml(< l'{o E2) ( 4 :t 1)~ E2 

271.62 • 0.5 E2 E3 1r-lE4 1 E5 - 10<Y/o E2 
or Ml. + E2 

... 
300.20 13 . .Ml Ml ( 12::1: 10 )r{o E2 

311.91 68 .. Ml Ml Ml(<Z% E2) 

340.51 7.0 Ml Ml 10± 1Q1b E2 

375·35 0.7 E2 ...... "' 10r:J/o E2 

398.-57 1.2 E2 --- "'10o{o E2 

415.87 1.7 Ml ..... (82:1: 7)'fo E2 

a. Reference 7. 

b. Reference 6. 
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The experimental.L .. subshell ~atioe 0 ~/ a..B L :tat1o1, :u~ 
i 

and absolute. conversion coef{idents are compared with the theoretical 
2.2 •. ; . . 

values of Rose. in order to assign transition, multip~larities~ . Rose's 

theoretical values for Ml and E2 transitions are listed in Table m along 

·with the experimental values and the assigned multipolarities. In cal ... 

culating the percentages of mixed multipo~es~ m()st ,weight has be.en 

given to the .L-subshell ratio data. 

Some general observations c~n be made about the data · 

and assignments presented in Table .III~ In triost cases the major multi .. 

pole component of each transition is ·clearly indicated. Especi~lly 

evident in the pure E2. ~ssign~ents is ~~e ,f"!-ct ,that the .experim~ntal.ab .. 

solute conversion. coefficients are somewhl!,t la.rger than. the theoretical 

con;,_,er~i~n cc:>eflici~n~s •.. These differences ~re P.robably due to exper~ 
imental. errors in the electron ... and photon-~tensity data and to the means 

of normalizing the photon intensities to the electron intensities. Note 
. ~2 ·. . 

that if the theoretical ~ of Sliv had been used for normaliltation~ all 

experimental values would be lowered by ~9%. but this difference 

would not be sufficient to bring our values into line. It would be de .. 

sirable to determine these conversion coeffiCients with higher' pre,cis ... 

i~n in order to check the absolute values of the: conv~~sion coefiidento . 

. In table IV a. comparison is given o£ the multipolarity assign;,. 
o· · · 7 · · · · · 6 . · · · 

ments made b'y .Bisgard et al. , by Albouy and Valadares , and in thb 

study. Although the previou~ 'assignments have been largely qualitative~ 
there is agreement with regard to the major component of all transitions 
. . . ' ,, ' . 0 . ; .· ·'", ... ' . . . . 

except the 416 keY. .Biaga.rd et al assign this transition as magnetic 

dipole. ~hereas we interpr~t it as " :Ml .. E·2. mixture,' with 8Z + 7o/o EZ. 
' . ·- . ' . . . : . '' . ' : ., ...... 

In the case of the 40 .. ke v transition, Albol.\' and Valade res report an 

Ml .. EZ ~ixture with appro~mately 40o/o Ml~ whereas our da~ indieate 

an approximately 70"/o Ml &.dmixture. 
. ' 

9. ABSOLUTE TRANSITION INTENSITIES AND LOG FT VALUES 
. z 4 14 

From the data. of previous inves~igators, .~ •. it .. is 

apparent that approximately 95'fo of the beta deca.y populates the, upper 
233 four levels in U • We have therefore attempted to make an absolut«;~ 
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estimate of the measured relative intensities in Table 1, n, and W by 

assuming' that the sum of the intensities of the transitions depopulating 
" . . ( . 
the upper four .levels ie equal to 95o/o of the total beta. decay~ ·The trans-

·ition intensities (the sums of the electron·and gamma-ray intensities) 

calculated under this assumption are listed in Table IV~ 

Since no gam.ma-ray data and only limited electron-intens-

·ity .data are available for the 28-kev t.ransitlon, .its total intensity was 

~stimated in the following manner: The multipolarity ·of the 2.8-kev 

transition was deduced f:rom the relative M,..subshell ratios by compar• 

ing the experimental values to Rose 1a theoretical values. ZZ The trans

ition was found to be Ml with appro:x:imately 3o/o .EZ admixture. Th~ total 

L-electron intensity was appro~d.mate(l_·. as· :3. 6 times· the' total M electron 

intensity (average of the. ratio of total L to tota21 M intensities for other 

Ml b.-ansitions observed here) artd theN and 0 electron inte!fsities were 

estimated :respectively as 1/3 and 1/9 of the M-electron: intensity~·· This 

latter assumption was .made abo in estimating the total intensities of 

other transitions whose N and 0 intensities· had n:ot been measured. 

Because o£ the high convetsion coefficients, the photon intensity of this 

transition i$ a very small fraction (-0. Zo/o) of the total intensity. 
.. .· . 233 

The percent beta populati.or.sto the levels in U were 

deduced from ·the absolute transition intensities and are listed in Table 

.Y. ·. Hok 1s measured intensity values for the low ... and medium-energy; 

beta components are. 37°/~ and 58o/c, respectively. Z the corresponding 

values deduced from the·values i~ Table V are 40% ~nd 53%i thus the 

intensities of these beta-decay.branches determined in two indep~ndent 
. . . ' . . 

ways are equal within experimental error. 

The value of 5% decay to the ground-state band listed in 
. . 2 4 14. . . 

Tal;>le V is that measured by previous workers. • ' . The log ft values 
. . . 26 

in Table V were calculated from the curves of Mos:tkowski by use of 

the beta mtensities listed. 

10. DISCUSSION OF DEC.A,Y SCHEM,E 

, The ab.ove data have been used to construct the decay· 

scheme shown in Fig. $, The general features of the scheme are the 
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Table V 

Beta-component intensities and log ft ,values in the decay of Pa233 

11na.l state 
(kev) 

415.80 

398.55 

340.52 

311.93. 

40.35} 
o.oo 

Beta.-grou;p 
.·intensity 
{percent) 

'> 21 

·-< 19 

25 

28 

- 5 

< 6.7 

>6.9 

7·2 

1·3 

} 9.2 
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[530]~568 
/3- \ 

% log ft _.!_ !!. ~ [NnzA] 

::> 21 
~ 19 

25 

28 

5 

5/2 + ,1/2 

~6.7 
3:6,9 

3/2 + ,1/2 
1/2 + ,1/2 [631] 

7.2 5/2 + ,3/2 

7.3 3/2 + ,3!2[631] 

9/2 + ,512 

{ 

7/2 + ,5/2 
9.2 

5/2 + ,5/2 [633] 

<C 

--- w., :;:),------------ 461.16 
Nl VI Na-P U) 
<C •• 
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Fig. 3. The energy levels of u233 populated by the decay 

of Pa233 . 
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Erot = ¥12
/ZCJ [I (1 + 1) ... 1

0 
(1

0
+ 1) 1. 

The result is (tz / ZCJ i. 5. 76 kev, With thil conatant the eneJ:"JY o£ the · 

second excited etate is calculated tQ be 92. Zz'kev •. Newton'• meaa~recl . 
. 5 ' 

value is 92. 0 kev. . 

The recent results o£ Albouy and Valaderes6 indicated a 
po1uible discrepancy in the Pa233 decay ache~ec they reported that 

the total .feeding of the 40-kev l~vel is stronses: than the meas\U'flld ln..; 
'tensity of the 40-kev transition 'by a factor .of 3 or 4. We t'ind,' however,. 

that the 40-kev transition is too Weak by only 15.Yo• The predomb1ant .de• . 

. cay to the 40-kev state occurs via the 300, Z70, and 375 .. kev t:ransitlonl 

(total intensity 14%) whereas our meaaul'ed intensity of the 40-kev tl'&n8• 

ition. .is l2.o/~. This imbalance of .... 151• is within the combined aources·.;of 

error of the ·transitions involved,, .thus· we feel that theJ'e h no incon8ilteney · 

with th.e proposed scheme. 

We ha.ve assigned the 40 .. kev traneition ae 70~ \M:l and 

30o/t EZ.~ Albouy and Valadel'es 6 ;eport thia mixtu.re aa 40o/o Ml and 6oC,. 
E.G. !n addition, these workers 6 bavo calculated a' value of ZO~ Ml and 

80o/o EZ. based upon the data of Newton. 5 The mixing ratio of this trant~ 
ition is important because it can be used along with the experime~tal 

' ' 

values of the magnetic and quadrupole momenta to calculate the lfi'O• 

magnetic ratios for the particle (g '~) and core (gR) for the sround sta.te 

rotational band. The calculation h based on the fact that the !"educed 

transition probabtiity for collective Ml transitions is proportional to 

(g n -gR)z.. and that o£ collective El transition• ls proportional to c:a;. 8 

where Q
0 

ls the intrinsic quadrupole moment. Alao, the magnet!~ 
.• . '! ' 8 

moment is related to g n and gR by the equation. · 

. ll : . 1 
1-l' = t ; 1 'S 0 + 1 + 1 sR io r I=K=O ~. 3/ z. 

The values of gn and gl\ cannot· be determined uniquely unle1e the 
. 5 

signs ae well as the values of. 0
0 

and.,. are known.. Newton cll•cu••· 

es this calculation in more detail. 

For u'- 33 ,... haf been rneaaured a a + Q, 51 n\.1.c:ltar mag .. 
36 . - 36 

netons and q, the measured quadrupole moment, ht + 3. 4 barn•. 
. . - 8 

!<"'rom the latter we deduce a value of. z 9; S barne for 0
0

• Ueina the 



aame aa propoaed by Brodie 4 and euppo.rted by .Hok and Kramel', 2 The 
1 

· 

CJ.u.&ntum assignments ol. the ul33 level• •uggested by Newton5 are con ... 
firmed. Some Coulomb-e"citation data ot Newton are included in the· 
scheme for completeness. The energies assigned the levels are a beat 

fit to the •um• and diflerence• of the energiea of the gamma taya con• 

. netting the level•. '.In all eases the .S.if!erence in the possible energy 

values of a level ae computed by different sums and differences te with• 
, , . . . I 

m o, o4o/t, 
The groundowstate .&ipln of uZ!l has been measured as 5/Z. 

by a number of lnve~tigator•. Z?·ll A$ pointed out by N.ewton, 5 the 

· grourtd state la most probably the 5/2.+ [6l3] NUss6,n level, 1'h.e grc;>und 

e~tate 'sj)in .of Pa.231 wata m~asured as 3/l. by Hubb·~ '•nd Winocu.r. 32 : 
. EVidence. that the· g~ound state .of PaZ 33 has odd pl.rity ~a obtained by 

,. ' . ''' . . '' . ' . 

a beta .. gamma angula1' ccu~relation experiment pedC)rmed at Uppsala by 
' . . . . . . ' ' . ' . ' 33 . 
Jia,mUton, HoUude:t. Petteresoni and Subba !lao. .. An -.nisot:ropy o'b ... 

. s~:tved between the 2.50•ltev beta srou.p and ~he. 3U ... kev photon e$tablishea. 

that the beta transition to the 312 .. kev level cannot be purely aUowed. 

Thus• the parity ot :Paz 33 ls odd U that ot the 3tz,.;kev .lervel is t;wen. The 
. . . . 

· ~~233 ground state has been inte:rpreted34 as the .3/Z m~be:t 9£ a K. ~ 1/1. 
.band based on the l'filsson levell/2. .. [530] • With tM.s basi~ information 
and the data at hancl it b possible to analyze the s ch.r,nne wlth respect to 

beta branc::hings. photon 'bra.nchinss.. and log.i,t value$, . It will be con .. 

V4.'nient to dia.cu.sa each ot the .r.otational bands .s~par~tely. 
a. Qround•State :Band 

. iUona tQ the g:round .. attt.te ban<l proceed largely by the "unique'·• AI =' .z. 
ye~5,. type ol decay, ~inee 1:1. = 1 b$.nt'Jitione •re !{ .. forbidden (AK = Z). 
ln addition. the firat .. forbid4e~ transition to the· growid etate'·b Hbindered.", 

35 ' 
in the notation of Alasa.. · since -. aeh~ctlon t'Ule on the illymptotic quantum 

·. numb4,u•A l'f violated. The expedment-.llo' tt of 9. Z tor transitions to the 

sround • and fir•t • ex~ite4 states ~unretolved). ifl consiute"-t with '1unique" 
let tor'bidden decy an4 hence 'With the a1uiped t'luantwn. et4tes, ~6 . 

. ~ . . 

The rotational constant (.f{ /Z~) lor the s:rou.nd. ... atate ba,nd 

waa ·calculated t1'C>Il\ the enorSY of the firs• excite4 st. to ( 40. $5 kev) by 
. mean• of til• ·q~tton a ' . . . ' ' 
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0 Table VI 

The decay of' Pa233 - experimental and theoretical relative reduced phcton transition probabilities 

E/Er' Ki/Kt 

75/103 . 1/2 3/2 

4161375 ±1~ 512 

300/340 3/Z 5/Z ... 

300/340 5/2 5/2 

300/340 3/Z 5/2. 

L: B( I 1-:+ If) 

L: B(I1 -t If) 

Ml: B~5~Z~M2~ 
Ml: B 5 2-.5 Z 

Theoretical 
values 

lo.5 

1.3 

2.5J 

0.4 

0.037 

a. 1bese VSJ..ues were deduced from data presented in Be:f'erenee 6. 

--

Experimental values 

Albcuy This 
and a vork 

Valadares 

1.3-.1.7 3.2 

> 2.4 1.3 

1.3 2.3 

-3:6 

I 
N 
\0 

I 

c::: 
() 

::0 
14 L . 

• ...0 
~ 
~ 
0) 
I 

!X' 
t' 
< . 



mixing ratio of 70o/o Ml and 30% EZ for the 40-kev trantdtione and 

assuming that 0
0 

and gR are both positive we calculate the following 

choice as 

or 
. g 0 • 0.157, gR = O. lZO 

a :a = o. zso. gR = o. oa1 
The eecond choice is not acceptable since gR is expected 

' 8 . 
. to have a. value of approximately + Z/ A = 0. 4. 

The mixing ratio of 40% Ml and 60"/o E2 reported by the 

F:renc:h6 workers leads to values of 

or 
gn. = o. zza. gR.= o.l42 
gn = 0.178, gR.= o. Z67 

Newton5 has previously reported calculated values of 

gn • o. z5, gl\ • o. 11 

or gn .• o. zo. gR. a o. za 
In Newton 1s calculation, however, a value of Q of ,..._14 barns was used. 

. 0 

b. K. • 3/ Z Band 

The levels at 311 kev a..nd. ~40 kev have been interpreted as ·, 

the·3/2 and 5/2. member• of rotational band based on the Nilsson level 
. 3/ z. + [ 6 31' ] ~ 5 

The calculated log ft values listed in Table V for beta de· 
. . 37 

cay to these levels are consistent with first ... forbidden nonunique de· 

cay (At = 0 or 1. yes) and hence support the ass.lgned spins and parities.. 

The experimental beta branching to these two levels is also in reasonably 

good agreement with the theoretical value predicted from vector-addition·' 

coefficients. The theoretical value. for L = 1 decay is B ( 3/Z ~s(a) 111 1. 5~ 
. . . B ( 3/Z -t3/2) 

and the experimental value (inverse ratio o£ !t values) h ~1. 3. We here 

compare only L=J beta decay because L = 0 decay to the 3/1. level h K 

forbidden. 

It is poss ... ble to test the K-quantum assignment of the 340· 

kev level by ~· comparilaon of the relative reduced photon transition pro .. 

babUities of both the Ml and El. components of the 300· and 340- kev trane .. 

itions with those predicted theoretieally for states of de.finite J.<, The ex• 

petimental and theoretical values are listed in Ta: le VI. The theoretical 

valuea are as c:Uacuased aboveJ the experimental ones were calculated 

'• 
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only other K value consistent with the meauu·ed spin lor Pa233 ie K • 

3/2. If this value is assumed, it le possible to make branching-ratio 

comparisons for decay to the 416- and 399-kev levels because L • 0 

transitions are then K-!orbidden. With thia assumption the theoretical 

ratio for L = 1 decay to the two highest levels- is .B( ~H~Z) • 1. 25; 
' :B(:J 2~ ~) 

the experimental value is 0. 6Z, calculated by assuming the .intensity' o! 

the 17 -kev transition to be negligible. (The experimental ratio would 

be smaller if a finite value were assumed for the intensity o£ the 17 .. 

kev transition. ) Thus, the theoretical and experimental values differ 

by at least a factor of two~ This in itself is not conclusive evidence 

against an assignment of K = 3/2. for the groundstate of Pa233 because 

such deviations can be caused by admixtures of K values in the initial 

or final states. However, additional evidence that the ground state of 
233 

Pa has K = 1/ Z comes from the work of Stephens, Asaro, and Perl• 
38 2.37 man on the alpha decay of Np , which populates several excited 

Z33 ·; states in Pa whose spacings appear to be characte:ristic of a K = 1 2. 

band. 

The theoretical and experimental values of the reduced 

photon branching ratio 416-E2 are compared in Table VI. The theo• 
375-E~ . · 

retical value and ou1· eXJ?erimental value are within experimental error. 

The data thus support the quantum assignment of (3/2.+, l/2) for the 416 .. 

kev level. Note that Ml transitions from the K ::: 1/2 band to the ground .. · 

state band are .K .. forbidden. This accounts for the predominantly EZ 

character of the 416-kev transition. 

The theoretical and e1eperimental reduced photon branch

ing ratios 75-Ml also are compared in Table .VI. Our experimental 
103 MI . · . 

value is more than a factor of two larger than the theoreti<:al value .•. a 

discrepancy outside the assigned limits of error. If the multipolarities 

of the gamma rays depopulating the 416-kev level have been correctly de .. 

duced, the only choice of spin for this level.is 3/ZJ and ~us the only 

possible K values are 1/2 and 3/Z. The alternative choice of. K 111 3/Z 
Ml: B( 3/2~5/Z) . . 

leads to a theoretical value of Mlt :S( l/ Z::Sl/ Z) = 0, 6 7, which differs . · 

from the experimental value by a factor of 4. S, in worse disagreement 

than the results for K = 1/2, 

The difference between the experimental and theoretical 
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from the ratioo of the measured gamma-ray relative intensities corrected 
. 2.£ +1 . 

for the E energy dependence an,d for multipole admixtures. Also list-
, 6 

ed are experimental values deduced from the data of Albouy and Valadares. 

A comparison of the experim~ntal and theoretical ratios for 

the Ml radiation should best indic:ate the major K- component of the 340· 

kev level. since the amount of EZ mixing in the 300 and 340 kev trans .. 

itions is small and inaccurately known. For the Ml components our ex .. 

perimenta.l values agree well with the theoretical value forK= 3/Z, and 

support the assignment of the 340 kev sta~e as the first rotational member 

o£ the band based on the 3/2.+ [631) intrinsic state. From the energy dif

ference between 3/Z.+ and 5/2.+ members of this band (2.8. 59 kev) .one cal

culates a rotational constant of 5. 72. kev. The c:alc:ulated energy of the 

1/2+ memberc: is, then, 380,6 kev. No evidence for a :state o£ this energy 

was found in this work, 

There appears ·to be a large discrepancy between our ex .. 

perimental and theoretical ratioe !oi the weak EZ components of the 300 

and 340 kev radiation. This die.agreement may be due to the large errors 

in the experimental determination o£ the mix:lng ratios and perhaps in 

part is due to an admixture of K = 1/ Z in the 340- kev level. Such an ad• 

mixture would not affect the branching ratio of the Ml components since 

for K = 1/ z ~ K = S/ 2 dipole radiation is K .. forbidden. 

c:. K = 1/Z Band 

According to the multipole assignments listed in Tables m 
and lV the levels at 398 and 416 kev must have apins and parities of 1/Z+ 

and 3/Z+, respectively. These assignments $Upport the interpretation 

that these levels are the first two members of a K = 1/Z rotational band 

with the Nilsson level l/2. + [ 6 311 as the base state. 5 The division of 

the primary beta population between these two levels cannot be estimated 

accurately because the intensity o£ the 17-kev transition is uot known. xn 
. Table V the log ft values listed for these two levels were calculated with 

the assumption of an intensity o£ Oo/o for the 17 .. kev transition, and the 

uncertainties indicated by (1: ) and ( > ) signs. These approximate log 

£t values support the postulated spin and parity assignments. 

Th., theoretical branching ratio for beta decay to these 

levels cannot be calculated from vector-addition c:oef!icients without 

knowledge o£ the relative amounts oi L = 0 and L :a 1 types of decay to 

the 416-k.ev levela however, if th'e quantum assignments of the 399 ... and 

416-kev levels are assumed to be correct it is possible to :ma\(e an in-

/ 
Z.33 T direct teet of the aesignrnent K = 1 1. to the ground state of Pa • he 

·' 
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Table VII 

Unassigned electron lines in the decay of Pa233 

Ee .. (kev) 

1.90 

2,83 

4,08 

108,3 

11?.7 

166.5 

172,4 

226,6 

229.5 

232.1 

232.3 

233·5 

262.7 

281.1 

292.0 

293.0 

445.~ 

Questionable linest 

Ppssible assignments 

(a) 

(a) 

(a) 

l30·L:r 

130-Lzii 

(a) 

6.84, 9.31, 9.44, 19.86, 20.25, 20.49, 21.30, 21.75, 
22.08, 23.6o, 23.84, 24.68; 25.70, 28.52, 30.64, 35·53, 
37.77, 41.67, 47.59, 53.86, 54,16, 63.91, 65.15, 65.83; 
67.23, 69.42, 72.21, 74.46, 81.73, 105.6, 217.7, 219.5, 
221.5, 227.2, 396·7· 

a. Much stronger than others listed 1n thi' table. 
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values may be d\le to admixtures in the initial or final states of K values 

differing from the principal one by.:!: 1. Approximate calculations show 

that although interaction between the observed K = 3/2. and K = 1/2. band 

is probably not large enough to explain the discrepancy, the Nils son state 

1/2. + [640] may mix with the K = 1/2. and/or K = 3/Z. band to a deg,.-ee 

large enough to affect the relative reduced transition probabilities ap~. 

precia.bly. Thus. the evidence indicates that the major component of 

the 399- and 416-kev states ie K = 1/Z. 

11. OTHER TRANSITIONS AND NEW STATES 

There is weak evidence that traneition$ from the previous-

ly unobserved 5/2 member of the K = 1/2 band were seen in this study. 

These transitions, of 62. 61 and 45. 36 kev, are shown in Fig. 3 de

populating a level at 461.16 kev. The evidence for these transitions is 

two weak electron lines of energies ,41. 67 and 23. 60 kev listed in Table 

vn. It was assumed that the first of these lines is the Lu line of a 63-

kev EZ transition, and that the second is the Lx line of a 45-kev Ml-EZ. 

transition. The fact that no other electron lines of these transitions 

we,.-e observed ia consistent with the very weak intensities of the observ

ed lines and the multipole assignments of the transitions •. This evidence 

is tenuous, since in the energy region of theae lines there are many un

asdgn.ed lines among which one might expect some coincidental agreement. 

Some support is given the postulate by the very close agreement between 

the differences of the postulated transition.s (17. 25 kev) and the measured 

energy (17. 2.6) of the 3/2+-71/2+ transition. 

With the assignment of the 5/2 member, it is possible to 

calculate the rotational constant-tl2/2 ~and the decoupling parameter 
11& 11 for this K = l/2 band. These constants are defined by the equation8 

Erot = .:62/2. ~ [I (I+ 1) +a ( .. )I+ 1/2 (1 + 1/Z)J. 
. 2 .. 

Substitution of the measured energies giyes -t'i /2~ = 7. 41 kev and a ::: 

.. o. zz. ( 

These values may be compared with those of the same rota-
2.35 I [ J tional band occuring in other nuclei, In t.T the 1 2 + 631 level is a 

1 1 i 1 . 39 
low~ ying somer c state. Albridge and Hol ander, · uoing permanent· 

I 

.• 
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been visible had ·they been present in the intenaitiea reported by the 

Danish workers. 

It ie of interest to discuss the 4Z- and 145-kev photons 

seen in the bent-crystal spectrometer. Fairly 1arge error limits 

have been placed on the measured energies of these photons (Table II) 

because in the spectrum the lines were not well defined. The 41. 65 .. · 

kev gamma. was observed only with the platinum wire source because 

the line was o:£ too low intensity to be seen with the weaker ThOz source, 

The 145-kev line was observed only with the ThOz source because this 

region of the energy spectrum was not scanned with the platin-um wire 

source. In Table Vll there is no definite evidence of converdon 

electrons· corresponding to transitions of 4Z or 145 kev. One extremely· 

weak line, seen at an energy of 19. 86 kev, .could be the ·Lx line of a 41. 

6Z-kev transition, .. , but this line is of doubtful existence •. The !act that 

there is no definite evidence of conversion electrons of thea~ two trans .. 

itions raises the question whether the recorded gamma rays have arisen 

from impurities in the particular sources used for gamma spectroscopy. 

The source with which the 4l•kev gamma was detected underwent the 

same chemistry as used for the permanent-magnet spectrograph 

sources; and although the source used for the detection of the 145-k.ev 

gamma underwent no chemistry, it is likely that very few fission 

products were formed, owing to the low thermal-neutron fission cross 
Zll · 

section of Th . Besides, no gamtna ray of 145 kev has be·en reported 

as being associated with a. fission product. Thus we may tentatively 
233 consider these photons to arise in Pa . decay. The most probabl~ 

reason for the failure to observe conversion electrons from these 

transitions is that they have small conversion coefficients. For example,. 

if the transitions were electric dipole the conversion-electron in

tensities would have been too small to be detected. 

The difference between the energies of the 4Z- and 145-

kev photons is 103. 77 ! 0. 05 kev. This difference agrees with the 

energy of the 103. 86 + o. 02-kev tranJJition to within O.lo/4 Although this -
deviation is not within the assigned limits of errors, possibly the erl'or 

limits have been underestim-.ted. With the assumption that this ener,gy 
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magnet s~ectrographs,, have determined the energies of. the 3/2.+ and 5/Z+ mem• 
. . . ' . ' 2.35 . ' 
bers of this band in U by measuring the 5/Z ~1/2.+ and 5/2.+ -+3/Z+ transitiOI\. 

ene~gies from the alpha decay of Pu239 • The energies of .the. 5/2.+ and 3/Z+ 

levels were found to be 51.67 kev and 13,00 kev, respectively. These energies 

lead to'values o£h2jz;s = 6. 04 kev and a.=·.;· o. ZS. Tpe 1/2.+. [i631] level ie 
·. . . . z 39 . ' 2. 39 . 40 41 
also. the ground state of Pu • In studies of the decay of Np Hollander et al. '·' 

and Ewall et al. 42 determined values of h.2jz~ and a for the K = 1/Z band in 

.Pu239 as 6. 2.8 keva.nct: .. 0. 58, respectively.. - . 

. · In Table 1 are listed two lines assigned as the Ln and Lm lines 

of a 57, 90-kev E~ transitio~ In Fig. 3 this. transition is placed between the 
' . 

399- and 341-kev levels. The 57. 9-kev L lines assigned in this work were 
,·,~:· .· . . . 

too weak to be given a numerical intensity. This weakness, in addition 

to the fact that the transition is thought to be EZ and; therefore, highly 

conver!ed,, b consistent with the fact that :Browne16 f~iled to detect the 

gamma ray of this transition. That a 58-kev.photon was not detected with 

the Pasadena spectrometer may not be significant sj.nce it is possible that 
. . 

dul'ing the sweep of this energy regio11 the discriminator of the detector was 

not properly adjusted. This :fact was not discovered until the SOUl'Ce had been 

returned from Pasadena to Berkeley. 

There is evidence for the existence of other gamma transitions in 
2.33 . 

the Pa decay. This evidence is a number of unassigned electron lines 

(Table VII) detected with the permament-magnet spectrographs and two 

photon lines (Table II) of energies 4L 65 and. 145. 4Z kev detected with the 

Pasadena bent-crystal spectrometer. The electron lines listed in Table VII 

are divided into two groups. In the first group are linea whose existence ieJ· 

considered. relatively certain because of their intensities or because of their 
. . 

detet:tion.on more than one photographic plate. The second group contzdns 

lines whose existence is questionable or doubtful. 
:·:'· \ ' 7 ' . :. 

BisgSlrd et al. have reported weak''electron line~ of energies 

npp:roximately 5 kiifV less than those ·o£ the 300-, 312 ... , and 341-kev 

K lines (i.e., at ·o~l80, "'185, and ""22.0 kev) •. With the exception of 

a questionable line at approximately 220 kev, lines of these energies 

were not observed in this work, although they would most likely have 
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L() 

<.0 457.4 . -
415.80 v 415.80 

N N 

~ ~ 

L() L() 

v ~ 
L() 
<.0 

311.93 311.93 . -v 270.3 

( a ) ( b) 

MU-20058 

Fig. 4. (a and b) Possible assignments of two new transitions 

in the decay of Pa233 . , 
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difference is significant,. the two new photona. can be used to define a 

level at either 2.70. 3 kev or 457.4 kev. as ehown in Fig. 4. Thomaa 
43 . . .. . 2.33 . . . . i . 8 k 

et al. have reported a .tevel.in U .. :of a.pprox mately Z90 + Z .. ev 

populated by the alpha decay of PUZ 37• and :thi& may posslblybe iden• 

tified with our 270 •. 3 kev alternative, 
. . 34 ·.· . 1 

. Stephens et al. ·and Mottelson And Nilsson have dis .. 

cussed the possible Nilsson a,ssignments of the ........ 2.90 kev level. The 

former workers f.avo.r the asSignment 5/Z -·. {75Z] , the latter,. 1/Z ·. 

- [743 j . Of the two pos$ibilities: our data allow only the 5/2. "' [',. .. ) 

assignment to be made 'to the new statey regardless of its energy •. · The 

7/2 .. assignr.nent would demand that the 4z,., and l4S.:.kev transitions: 

be MZ, which wo'l.lld be i,nc:onsistent with our .faUure to see ·conversion: 

lines. On the other hand,· .with the 5/Z .... a~dgi'lment the transitions 

would be electrie dipoles, with small conversion codficients.. (The · 

145 .. kev trans.ition would• however .•. be K .. forbidden.) · lSeca~se ·o£ :l.ts., 

high resolution.· the bent .. crystal spectrometer. was not used to sweep· 

the entire ene~gy apectrum1 thus it is not known whether photons 

associated with.this level other than the two reported here are observ .. 
( 

able. The existence. o£ a 2.70, 3-kev state would. of cour.se pose the ad-

ditional. demand that there be an El transition to ground, .. It would be' 

of .value to search for the 210. 3-kev photo~. which would have' to be at 

least as inten1:1e a.s the 145-kev photon ( 0, 44%), with which it would be 

· in coincidence, 

.12. AUGER TRANSl'l'lONS 

An bivestigation o£ the K· and L-Auger spectrum of 

uranium, which results from the decay ot Pa 2 33, was alSo made. 
. . . . ·. 44 

The results are discussed in a following paper. 
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